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Fast



In just 20 minutes...
Get 3 frameworks to jumpstart writing your own

value proposition

The 5 things your value proposition needs to be

persuasive

Stress-test your value proposition

Identify the best places to use a value

proposition



Hey lady, who are you anyway?

Sunny Hunt
Chief Customer and Conversion Nerd

trusted by



What is a Value Proposition?

Persuasive, targeted, copy that helps convince your

prospect your product will help them solve their

pain/problem better than what they're using now.



5 Key Characteristics

Unique

Desirable

Succinct

Memorable

Specific

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Litmus Test
"What's in it for me?"

Is it specific and tangible?

Does it help solve the biggest pain point or the

biggest aspiration of your ideal customer?

Test with your ideal customer segment



What it's not
Mission Statement

Targeted to employees

and key stakeholders

"We believe"



What it's not
Tagline/Slogan

Used to "hook" or grab

attention

Sticky & short

Frequently used in

advertising



Value Proposition Killers
Tries to do too much

ALL products and features

ALL pains and gains of the ideal customer

Focuses on features (not benefits)

Industry/Company Jargon

Too long



Different Kinds of Value Propositions
Company value proposition

Differentiate vs the competition

Customer segment
Move to an awareness level where they’re more likely to
purchase

Product value proposition
Increase interest in your products

Feature value proposition
Increase awareness and interest in your product



Where to use Value Propositions
Hero section of website home page

Sales pages

Product pages

Emails

Social media - especially headlines

Anywhere you need to convince a prospect your product
is better than the solution they’re using now 

- even if they’re not using anything at all.
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Here's what you need to get started...
Ideal customer profile/customer segment

List of competitors

Top 2 or 3 points of value your competition doesn't have

or your ideal customers want most.



Value Proposition Framework #1

Our [products/services] helps [customer segment] who want

to [ jobs to be done] by [verb - avoiding/reducing] and [verb -

increasing/enabling] unlike [competiting value proposition]



Value Proposition Framework #1
Our [products/services] helps [customer segment] who want

to [ jobs to be done] by [verb - avoiding/reducing] and [verb -

increasing/enabling] unlike [competiting value proposition]

Our training and accountability program helps

entrepreneurs who want to build their businesses by

reducing confusion and overwhelm and increasing

productivity, unlike other programs that try to DIY a solution

with worksheets.



Value Proposition Framework #2

The [adjective] way for [customer segment/ICP]

to [complete job], [benefit/outcome]



Value Proposition Framework #2

The [adjective] way for [customer segment/ICP]

to [complete job], [benefit/outcome].

The no-brainer way for content writers to turn a

big list of ideas into blog posts, articles, and

ebooks, faster.



Value Proposition Framework #3

We help [customer segment] do [thing

they want most] doing [product benefit].



Value Proposition Framework #3
We help [customer segment] do [thing

they want most] doing [product benefit].

We help [small agencies] do

[communicate seamlessly with their

clients] doing [on any device].

Communicate seamlessly with clients on

any device.
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Key Takeaways

Help differentiate your product/service

Filters right-fit prospects to boost customer quality

Attract and hold the attention of your ideal prospects

Move your ideal prospects to a ready-to-buy state of

awareness.

Align the internal story or description with employees and

sales staff

Value propositions can:




